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Abstract: Today, supporting security in computers is not an option but a necessity.
Using hardware in processors to enable more secure software and systems is very
promising. However, security is new to processor designers and tools for verifying
the security provided are sorely lacking. To illustrate what needs to be verified, I
will discuss proposed hardware-software security architectures. These include new
features that can be added to existing processor architectures and
microarchitectures to facilitate confidentiality and integrity protection for secret or
sensitive data and programs. For example, the Bastion security architecture’s goal is
to show that trusted software modules can be protected within an untrusted
software stack – in particular, the commodity Operating System is untrusted, or can
be compromised by attackers. Carefully designed trusted software modules can
provide very flexible security functionality, are smaller and easier to verify, and are
themselves protected by the processor and hypervisor -- thus leading to a “generalpurpose” security architecture.
How can we verify the security properties that are provided in the design? Ideally
the same simulation platform can enable both security and performance
verification. However, this has not been possible since security verification needs
full system simulations (including hypervisor, operating system, networking and
applications), while performance evaluation needs cycle-accurate simulation of the
processor with the new hardware features. Also, existing formal verification
techniques do not scale, and current verification tools typically apply to only
software or only hardware, but not both. Furthermore, security benchmarks and
attack suites are needed. We discuss the huge need for a security verification toolchain that can help hone the design for security-aware processors, to enable their
deployment, and thus help to improve cyber security.
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